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Question 1: Does the Trust hold documentation which details the annual earnings of

hospital consultants? These earnings will include a basic salary together with

any kinds of bonus and over-time payment.

Answer 1: Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust can confirm that it holds

documentation which details the annual earnings of hospital consultants.

Question 2: Could the trust please identify the highest figure currently being earned by a

consultant who is working for and or within the trust area. This figure is likely

to include a basic salary together with any bonus payments and any over time

payments. Can you please provide an overall figure for the highest paid

consultant together with any appropriate break down. Is this overall figure the

highest amount ever earned by a consultant working in the trust area. If it is

not can you please stipulate what that figure was.

Answer 2: The Trust’s highest earning Consultant currently earns £213,274. The salary

can be broken down as follows:

Salary Breakdown Amount

Basic Salary (Incl on-call) £110,584
Payments for additional activities £102,690

Question 3: As far as the current highest earner is concerned could you please provide a

basic description of their general area of expertise or specialism?

Answer 3: The Consultant is employed within Anaesthesia.
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Question 4: How many consultants working within the Trust are currently earning

£195,000 pounds or more? These payments will include any over time and

or bonus and or similar kinds of payments. In the absence of any current

figures please provide your most recent data.

Answer 4: The Trust currently employs 3 consultants who earned more than £195,000 in

gross salary for 2010/11. Please note that this number includes the consultant

referred to in answer 2.


